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Choose the best one (a, b, c or d). 

1-You will need some experience in ………… before you can run the department. 

 a. administration b. administrate c. administrative d. administratively 

2-Our manager wanted me to take over his …………. .When he retired. 

 a. practitioner b. practice c. practical d. practically 

3-The government must evolve new ………….to reduce unemployment. 

 a. policy b. rewards c. bureaucracy d. execution 

4-The government has ………….. this part for building a new school. It has assigned this part for 

building a new school. 

 a. covered b. delegated c. allocated d. exercised 

5-I'm sure we can reach a …………….on this issue. The agreement will be stated next week. 

 a. privilege b. norm c. pattern d. consensus 

6-It would improve our …………..if we used more up-to-date methods. 

 a. efficient b. inefficient c. in efficiency d. efficiency 

7-Governments make laws and the police ……………them. 

 a. achieve b. enforce c. converge d. designate 

8-It was a lengthy speech but he made few substantive points. ''Substantive'' means………….. . 

 a. rare b. abstract c. real d. unimportant 

9-…………… can be defined as a system with grades of authority or status from the lowest to the 

highest. 

 a. Hierarchy b. Line functions c. Public sector d. Private sector 

10-The employers are considering ways to increase the …………of the factory. 

 a. guideline b. methodology c. productivity d. items 

11-His business expertise will be of great help to us. ''Expertise'' means……….. . 

 a. expert knowledge  b. impact 

 c. big part  d. norm 
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12-They discussed the ………….of politics between these  two countries. 

 a. socialization b. setting c. satisfaction d. bifurcation 

13-He……………his employer of thousands of dollars by a dishonest accountant. 

 a. demanded b. promoted c. defrauded d. argued 

14-There are good chances of ………….in his firm. You can easily go to higher positions. 

 a. authority b. promotion c. competing d. profitability 

15-They praised him for his …………acts. 

 a. official b. amorphous c. meritorious d. deception 

16-………….. political and economic environments are necessary for planning in public and private 

sectors. 

 a. Chaos b. Unstable c. Vague d. Stable 

17-The private sector focuses on……….. . 

 a. social goods b. fiscal control c. due process d. fix process 

18-If anything happens to the car , I will hold you………… . You will be responsible for it. 

 a. conqueror b. constrained c. accountable d. orderly 

19-Decision –making on a day-to-day basis will be ………….to team managers. 

 a. delegated b. prevented c. rejected d. failed 

20- You must employ some one to ………… the workers .He must control and supervise them. 

 a. abandon b. oversee c. convey d. overlap 

21- The tighter the ……………, the more numerous are the levels between top and bottom of the 

organization. 

 a. span of control  b. advisory junction 

 c. proceeding  d. field 

22- You succeeded in the ………….of your idea. You succeeded in carrying out your idea. 

 a. bond b. demand c. dwindle d. implementation 

23- Rationality is one of distinguishing characteristics of any manager. ''Rationality'' means………. . 

 a. coordination b. evaluation c. reasonableness d. latitude 
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24- Progress has been made towards a political…………between the two nations. 

 a. profit b. efficiency c. duty d. compromise 

25- The government is trying to attract more……………into the country. 

 a. justice b. service c. investment d. structure 

26- In the public …………,there is no genuine equivalent to the profit motive which is so central to 

private enterprise. 

 a. allocation b. efficiency c. court d. sector 

27- The city council is presided over by the major.'' Is presided over means''………. . 

 a. � ������ ��	  b. � 
������ ��	  c. ���� �� ��	  d. � ����� ��	   

28- The organization of an army infantry is like the organization of a mafia family in many ways. 

 a.�������� b. ������ ���  c. ����	� d. ��� !� 

29- The government was short of money because of falling oil revenue. ''Revenue'' means……….. . 

 a.��"�� b. #��� c. ��$ d. %&�'�  

30- It's a pleasure to do business with you. ''Business'' means………. . 

 a. ��(�� b. ��)� �  c. ��)�*�+ d. ��� ! �,� 
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